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Making tracks
Our vision for cycling in Belfast

As Minister with responsibility for 
Infrastructure, I am delighted to present the 
third biennial ôBelfast Bike Lifeõ report which 
provides an insight into the views of people 
in Belfast about cycling. I have a clear vision 
to increase sustainable travel options that 
connect communities, reduce greenhouse  
gas emissions, help lessen the impacts of 
climate change and deliver beneþts to people. 

The positive impacts of cycling are well-known: 
cheaper and easier travel; better physical 
and mental health and wellbeing; access to 
employment opportunities; a less congested, 
less noisy city with cleaner air. Cycling is a 
low-cost, easy and ÿexible way to get around 
the city, which will become increasingly 
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Introducing Bike Life

Contents

Bike Life is the biggest assessment of cycling 
in urban areas in the UK and Ireland. It is 
delivered by Sustrans in collaboration with 17 
cities and urban areas. Each city* reports on 
progress towards making cycling an attractive 
and everyday means of travel. 

Bike Life reports every two years. In 2015 and 
2017 seven cities published reports. Glasgow, 
Perth and Stirling followed and published their 
þrst reports in 2018. 

Fourteen areas are participating in 
Bike Life in 2019. This includes our þrst 
London borough, Tower Hamlets, and 
our þrst city outside of the UK, Dublin 
Metropolitan Area.

This is the third report from Belfast, 
produced in partnership with the 
Department for Infrastructure in 
Northern Ireland. The information in 
this report comes from local cycling data, 
modelling and an independent survey of 1,449 
residents aged 16 or above in Belfast.** The 
survey was conducted by social research 
organisation NatCen and is representative of 
Belfast residents, not just those who cycle. 

More details on all Bike Life reports can be 
found at www.sustrans.org.uk/bike-life.

Our thanks to the people of Belfast who  
took part in the survey and shared their  
stories with us.

/bike-life
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of non-disabled people of non-disabled people

12%

31%

Population*

341,900

Safety concerns stop cycling being a genuine travel choice for many residents

Many residents are less likely 
to cycle regularly, for example 
women and disabled people. 

However, all groups want 
cycling safety to be improved.

Proportion of residents 
who cycle at least 
once a week

19% 72%

78%

14% 75%

77% 67%

of men of men

of women

of disabled people75%

5% of women

of disabled people8%

Every day, people cycling 
in Belfast takes up to  

7,500 cars  
off the road
Based on cycling by residents that 
live in a household with a car. Does 
not include leisure cycling trips.

Every year, cycling: 

prevents 93 
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Cycling beneþts residents and the local economy in Belfast

Cycling unlocks health beneþts for everyone

In Belfast the physical activity beneþts of cycling

prevent 11 early  
deaths annually
which is valued at

£37.4 million†
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https://qgis.traveltimeplatform.com
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Please note survey respondents could pick multiple options

23% 13%15% 15%18% 15%

Lack of storage 
or facilities at 
home or work

Too hilly 
here

Cost of a 
suitable 
cycle

Children, 
passengers 
or too much 
to carry

Living too 
far away 
from my 
destination

28%

Not 
conþdent 
cycling

Colette Leeson

My husband was based in London when we 
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Belfast has become a more cycle-friendly city in more ways 
than one since the Bike Life 2017 report. There have been 
infrastructure improvements, both on-road in the heart of 
the city and on our popular trafþc-free greenways. The 
Belfast Bike Share Scheme continues to grow and through 
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Bike to the future
Our ambition and plans to make it happen

Belfast has big plans for the city to improve 
cycling in the future.

Lagan Gateway Project 

A new pedestrian and cycle bridge is 
being built at Stranmillis as part of the 
Lagan Gateway project. This will open 
up opportunities for new links between 
communities in the south Belfast area, 
connecting Stranmillis to Annadale and 
Belvoir Forest Park, and act as a focus for 
economic renewal. This is part of the wider 
Lagan Corridor programme which will help 
re-animate and develop the river frontage for 
both residents and visitors to Belfast due for 
completion in early 2021.

Belfast Bicycle Network

The Department for Infrastructure (DfI) is 
continuing to build cycling infrastructure 
throughout the city centre with a new protected 
cycle path linking Broadway Roundabout to the 
Bog Meadows. This will form part of a 2.5km 
protected route from College Street in the city 
centre to Bog Meadows and connect to an 
existing path that leads through the nature 
reserve to the Falls Road and Falls Park.

Further connections are being developed 
to add linkages to m w
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